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Abstract
The influence of the nuclear medium on lepto-production of hadrons was studied in the HERMES experim
DESY in semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering of 27.6 GeV positrons off deuterium, nitrogen and krypton
The differential multiplicity for krypton relative to that of deuterium has been measured for the first time for
ous identified hadrons (π+, π−, π0, K+, K−, p and p̄) as a function of the virtual photon energyν, the frac-
tion z of this energy transferred to the hadron, and the hadron transverse momentum squaredp2t . The multiplic-
ity ratio is strongly reduced in the nuclear medium at lowν and high z, with significant differences among th
various hadrons. The distribution of the hadron transverse momentum is broadened towards highp2t in the nuclear
HERMES Collaboration / Physics Letters B 577 (2003) 37–46 39
ith nu-medium, in a manner resembling the Cronin effect previously observed in collisions of heavy ions and protons w
clei.
 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.




































































ion.The phenomenon of confinement in QCD impo
itself dynamically in the process of hadronizatio
i.e., the mechanism by which final-state hadrons
formed from a quark that has been struck hard. T
process, also known as the fragmentation of qua
into hadrons, can be described by fragmentation fu
tionsDhf (z), denoting the probability that a quark
flavor f produces a hadron of typeh carrying a frac-
tion z of the energy of the struck quark in the target r
frame. In the nuclear medium additional soft proces
may occur before the final-state hadron is comple
formed. The nuclear environment may thereby infl
ence the hadronization process, e.g., cause a chan
the quark fragmentation functions, in analogy to
EMC finding of a medium modification of the qua
distribution functions [1].
The understanding of quark propagation in the
clear medium is crucial for the interpretation of ultr
relativistic heavy ion collisions, as well as high ener
proton–nucleus and lepton–nucleus interactions
Quark propagation in the nuclear environment
volves processes like multiple interactions with t
surrounding medium and induced gluon radiation,
sulting in energy loss of the quark. If the final hadr
is formed inside the nucleus, the hadron can in
act via the relevant hadronic interaction cross sect
causing a further reduction of the hadron yield. The
fore, quark and hadron propagation in nuclei are
pected to result in a modification, i.e., a “softenin
of the leading-hadron spectra [3] compared to t
from a free nucleon. By studying the properties of
leading-hadrons emerging from nuclei, information
the characteristic time-distance scales of hadron
tion can be derived.
The hadronization process in the nuclear med
is traditionally described in the framework of ph
nomenological string models [4–7] and final sta
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: dirk@inwfsun1.ugent.be (D. Ryckbosch).n
interactions of the produced hadrons with the s
rounding medium [8]. Alternatively, in-medium mod
ifications of the quark fragmentation functions ha
been proposed, either expressed in terms of their
clear rescaling [9,10], or parton energy loss [11] a
higher-twist contributions to the fragmentation fun
tions [12], or in terms of a gluon-bremsstrahlu
model for leading hadron attenuation [13]. The mo
els of Refs. [10,13] also incorporate hadronic fin
state interactions. These recent QCD-inspired mo
provide a theoretical description of the hadronizat
process in deep-inelastic scattering, relativistic hea
ion collisions [12] and Drell–Yan reactions on nucle
targets [11,14]. Moreover, some of these models c
tain a so-far untested QCD prediction, i.e., that
induced radiative energy loss of a quark travers
a lengthL of hot or cold matter is proportional t
L2 [15] due to the coherence of the gluon radiat
process [16].
Semi-inclusive deep-inelastic lepton–nucleus c
lisions are most suitable to obtain quantitative
formation on the hadronization process. In contr
to hadron–nucleus and nucleus–nucleus scatterin
deep-inelastic scattering no deconvolution of the p
ton distributions of the projectile and target particles
needed, so that hadron distributions and multiplici
from various nuclei can be directly related to nucle
effects in quark propagation and hadronization.
The experimental results for semi-inclusive de
inelastic scattering on nuclei are usually presen
in terms of the hadron multiplicity ratioRhM , which
represents the ratio of the number of hadrons of t
h produced per deep-inelastic scattering event o
nuclear target of massA to that from a deuterium
target (D). The ratioRhM depends on the lepton
variablesν andQ2, whereν = E − E′ and−Q2 =
q2 = (k − k′)2 are the energy in the target re
frame and the squared four-momentum of the virt
photon, respectively, and on the hadronic variab
z = Eh/ν andp2t , wherept is the hadron momentum
component transverse to the virtual photon direct






































































ns,Fig. 1. Kinematic planes for hadron production in semi-inclus
deep-inelastic scattering and definitions of the relevant lep
and hadron variables. The quantitiesk (k′) and E (E′) are the
4-momentum and the energy of the incident (scattered) posi
andph andEh are the 4-momentum and the energy of the produ
hadron.
Fig. 1 illustrates the definition of the relevant lept
and hadron kinematic variables for this analysis. T




















whereNh is the yield of semi-inclusive hadrons in
given (z, ν, p2t , Q
2)-bin, andNe the yield of inclusive
deep-inelastic scattering leptons in the same (ν, Q2)-
bin. The ratioRhM is usually evaluated as a functio
of ν and z only, while integrating over all othe
kinematic variables, as existing data forRhM show a
weak dependence on eitherQ2 or p2t [17,18].
In the past, semi-inclusive leptoproduction of u
differentiated hadrons from nuclei was studied
SLAC with electrons [19], and at CERN and FNA
with high-energy muons by EMC [18] and E665 [20
Recently, HERMES reported more precise data [
on the production of charged hadrons, as well as id
tified π+ andπ− mesons, in deep-inelastic positr
scattering on nitrogen relative to deuterium. A sign
cant difference was found between the multiplicity
tio of positive and negative hadrons, while the mu
plicity ratio for identified pions was found to be th
same for both charges. In order to clarify this iss
additional measurements ofRhM with identification of
other hadron species have been performed at H
MES.
In this Letter we present results on the hadron m
tiplicities on krypton relative to deuterium, provid
ing the first measurements of the multiplicity ratio f
identified pions, kaons, protons and antiprotons. Aditionally the nitrogen data for charged hadrons a
identified pions are reevaluated, now covering a wi
kinematic range than in Ref. [21]. The measureme
described were performed with the HERMES sp
trometer [22] using the 27.6 GeV positron beam sto
in the HERA ring at DESY. The spectrometer consi
of two identical halves located above and below
positron beam pipe. Both the scattered positrons
the produced hadrons were detected simultaneo
within an angular acceptance of±170 mrad horizon-
tally, and±(40–140) mrad vertically.
The data were collected using krypton and d
terium gas targets internal to the positron storage r
Either polarised deuterium or unpolarised high d
sity krypton gas was injected into a 40 cm long tub
lar open-ended storage cell. Target areal densitie
to 1.4 × 1016 nucleons/cm2 were obtained for kryp
ton. During these high-density runs HERA opera
in a dedicated mode for the HERMES experime
This made it possible to accumulate the krypton s
tistics within a few days in 1999. The deuterium d
were collected over a period of one year (1999) w
a lower-density polarised target. The yields from d
terium were averaged over the two spin orientation
The positron trigger was formed by a coinciden
between signals from three scintillator hodosco
planes, and a lead-glass calorimeter where a minim
energy deposit of 3.5 GeV (1.4 GeV) for unpolaris
(polarised) target runs was required. The identifica
of the scattered positrons was accomplished usin
transition-radiation detector, a scintillator preshow
counter, and an electromagnetic calorimeter.
The identification of charged pions, kaons, proto
and antiprotons was accomplished using the infor
tion from the RICH detector [23], which replaced
thresholdČerenkov counter used in the previously
ported measurements on14N [21]. This detector use
two radiators, a 5 cm thick wall of silica areogel til
followed by a large volume of C4F10 gas, to provide
separation of pions, kaons, and protons over mos
the kinematic acceptance of the spectrometer. The
ons and kaons identified by the RICH detector
analysed in the momentum region between 2.5
15 GeV, while for the identified protons and antipr
tons the momentum region is restricted to the range
tween 4 and 15 GeV in order to reduce possible co
minations from misidentified hadrons. The identific
tion efficiencies and contaminations for pions, kao






































































arprotons and antiprotons have been determined
Monte Carlo simulation as a function of the hadr
momentum and multiplicity in the relevant detec
half. These RICH performance parameters were v
fied in a limited kinematical domain using known pa
ticle species from identified resonance decays. T
were used in a matrix method to unfold the true had
distributions from the measured ones.
The electromagnetic calorimeter [24] provided ne
tral pion identification by the detection of two ne
tral clusters originating from the two decay photo
Each of the two clusters was required to have an
ergy Eγ  0.8 GeV. The background was evaluat
in each kinematic bin by fitting the two-photon inva
ant mass spectrum with a Gaussian plus a polyno
that fits the shape of the background due to unco
lated photons. The number of detectedπ0 mesons was
obtained by integrating the peak, corrected for ba
ground, over the±2σ range with respect to the ce
troid of the Gaussian. The identified neutral pions w
analysed in the same momentum range as the cha
pions, i.e., between 2.5 and 15 GeV.
Scattered positrons were selected by imposing
constraintsQ2 > 1 GeV2, W =
√
2Mν +M2 −Q2
> 2 GeV for the invariant mass of the photon–nucle
system whereM is the nucleon mass, andy = ν/E <
0.85 for the energy fraction of the virtual photo
The requirements onW andy are applied to exclud
nucleon resonances and to limit the magnitude of
radiative corrections, respectively. In the previou
reported data on14N [21] an additional constraintx =
Q2/(2Mν) > 0.06 for the Bjorken scaling variabl
was applied, in order to exclude the kinematic reg
where an anomalous ratio of the longitudinal
transverse cross sections for deep-inelastic scatte
from 14N appeared. Since that report this anom
was found to be due to a peculiar local instrumen
inefficiency, for which corrections have now be
evaluated [25]. By applying these corrections
x-range was extended down tox = 0.02 both for the
new data and for the previously published14N data.
Contributions from target fragmentation were su
pressed by requiringz > 0.2.
Thez-acceptance is restricted to rather large va
as ν decreases due to the lower constraint on
hadron momentum. Hence, to ensure that theν-depen-
dence of the multiplicity ratio could not be attributed
to a strong variation of the meanz-value, the presen
data were confined toν > 7 GeV.
Under the kinematic constraints described abo
the number of selected deep-inelastic scattering ev
is 8.2(7.3)× 105 for krypton (deuterium). The num
ber of charged pions is 11.3(13.5)× 104, while the
number of neutral pions is 1.9(2.3)× 104. The num-
ber of kaons is 2.1(2.3)× 104, and the number of pro
tons and antiprotons is 1.1( .1)× 104.
The data have been corrected for radiative proce
involving nuclear elastic, quasi-elastic and inelas
scattering, using the codes of Refs. [26,27]. The c
of Ref. [27] was modified to include the measur
semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering cross secti
The size of the radiative corrections applied toRhM was
found to be negligible in most of the kinematic rang
with a maximum of about 7% at the highest value
ν, as most of the radiative contributions cancel in
multiplicity ratio [28].
The charged pion sample is contaminated by
ons originating from the decay of heavier mesons.
main effect on the pion multiplicities is due to the d
cay of exclusively producedρ0 vector mesons, which
may affect the multiplicities by an amount rangi
from about 1% at lowz up to 30% (45%) at highz for
positive (negative) pions, as has been estimated fro
Monte Carlo simulation. The effect on the multiplici
ratioRhM is smaller, but does not cancel as theρ
0 vec-
tor meson are also attenuated in the nuclear med
By taking into account the measuredρ0 nuclear trans-
parency [29], the remaining effect onRhM has been es
timated and included in the systematic uncertainty.
correction was applied toRhM . Pions resulting from
the decay ofρ0 mesons formed in the fragmentatio
process are included inRhM .
The systematic uncertainty is reduced due to
fact that multiplicity ratios of semi-inclusive an
inclusive yields are measured. The contributions
the systematic uncertainty ofRhM arise from radiative
corrections (< 2%), hadron identification (1.5% fo
neutral pions, 0.5% for kaons, 1% for protons and
for antiprotons), overall efficiency (< 2%), andρ0-
meson production for positive (0.3–4%) and nega
(0.3–7%) pions [28].
The geometric acceptance for semi-inclusive h
ron production has been verified to be the same
both the krypton and deuterium targets by study
the multiplicity ratio as a function of the hadron pol




























lcu-Fig. 2. Charged hadron multiplicity ratioRh
M
as a function ofν for
z > 0.2. In the upper panel HERMES data on Kr are compa
to SLAC [19] and CERN [18] data on Cu. In the lower pan
the HERMES data on14N are compared with CERN and SLA
data on12C. The error bars represent the statistical uncertain
and the systematic uncertainty is shown as the band. The
curves are calculations from Ref. [10] and the dot-dashed cu
are calculations from Ref. [12].
angle. This ratio was found to be constant within
experimental precision.
The multiplicity ratio has been determined as
function of eitherz, ν or p2t , while integrating over
all other kinematic variables. In Fig. 2 the multipli
ity ratios for all charged hadrons withz > 0.2 are pre-
sented as a function ofν together with data of previ
ous experiments on nuclei of similar size. In the t
panel the HERMES data on Kr are compared with
SLAC [19] and CERN [18] data for Cu. In the lowe
panel the reevaluated HERMES data on14N are dis-
played together with data on12C [18,19]. Due to the
extension down tox = 0.02, the14N data shown in
Fig. 2 have a higher statistical accuracy than the d
reported in Ref. [21]. The HERMES data forRhM are
observed to increase with increasingν, roughly ap-Fig. 3. Charged hadron multiplicitiesRh
M
as a function ofz for
ν > 7 GeV. The data are compared to the same calculations
Fig. 2. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties an
systematic uncertainty is shown as the band.
proaching the EMC results at higher values ofν. The
discrepancy with the SLAC data is partially due to t
fact that semi-inclusive cross section ratios were m
sured at SLAC instead of multiplicity ratios. Thus n
corrections in the SLAC data were made for the targ
mass dependence of the inclusive deep-inelastic s
tering cross section, as discussed in Ref. [21].
A stronger attenuation is observed for Kr than
14N, the average ratios and the total experime
uncertainties beingRhM = 0.802± 0.021 andRhM =
0.954± 0.023, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the depe
dence onz of the same multiplicity ratios forν >
7 GeV. This figure includes the regionz < 0.2, which
contains contributions from both target fragmentat
hadrons and leading hadrons decelerated in nuclea
scattering. Qualitatively, the dependences onν andz
of the Kr data resemble those of the14N data, but the
features are more pronounced.
The measuredν- andz-dependences for both kryp
ton and nitrogen are compared to several model ca




protonsFig. 4. Multiplicity ratios for identified pions, kaons, protons and antiprotons from a Kr target as a function ofν for z > 0.2 (left), and as a
function of z for ν > 7 GeV (right). In the upper right panel the multiplicity ratio for identified pions from a14N target are also shown. Th
closed (open) symbols represent the positive (negative) charge states, and the crosses representπ0 mesons. In the bottom panels the averagz
andν values are displayed: pions and kaons (protons and antiprotons) are shown as closed (open) circles; the averageQ2 alues are indicated
by the open stars referring to the right-hand scales. The inner (outer) error bars represent the statistical (total) uncertainties. The
solid curves represent the calculations of Ref. [10] for positive (negative) charge states. Multiplicity ratios for negative kaons and antiat
















uonlations shown in Figs. 2 and 3 as solid curves [10], a
dot-dashed curves [12]. In Ref. [10] the nuclear mo
fication of hadron production in deep-inelastic scat
ing is described as a rescaling of the quark fragme
tion functions, supplemented by nuclear absorption
this model the nuclear absorption contribution is do
inated by the string interaction, while the subsequ
interaction of the fully formed hadron contributes on
a few percent toRhM for krypton. The calculation overestimates the14N attenuation, but gives a fairly goo
account of both theν andz dependences of the Kr da
for 0.2 < z < 0.9. In Ref. [12] nuclear modification
of the quark fragmentation process in deep-inela
scattering has been evaluated taking into account m
tiple parton scattering and induced energy loss in
medium. The only free parameter of this model w
tuned to reproduce the14N data, and the derived en
ergy loss has been used to determine the initial gl
































































iondensity in the Au+ Au collision data collected by
the PHENIX Collaboration at RHIC [30]. The mod
roughly reproduces the changes inRhM when going
from nitrogen to krypton.
For the first time theν-dependences of the mu
tiplicity ratio were studied for identified neutral an
charged pions, kaons, protons and antiprotons
shown in the left part of Fig. 4. The correspondi
z-dependences ofRhM with ν > 7 GeV are shown in
the right part of Fig. 4. In the bottom panels the av
age values forQ2 andz or ν are displayed for all the
presented data. The results for both charge states o
pion and the kaon are compared to the calculation
Ref. [10]. A good description for theπ± andK+ data
is observed, while the attenuation is under-predic
for theK− data. No model predictions are availab
for protons and antiprotons. AverageRhM values are
obtained by integrating yields overν andz. The results
presented in Fig. 4 and the averageRhM values reported
in Table 1 forz > 0.2, show that the multiplicity ratios
for positive and negative pions are similar, in agr
ment with what was already found on14N [21]. In ad-
dition, the multiplicity ratio for neutral pions is foun
to be consistent, within the total experimental unc
tainties, with that for charged pions as well as for n
ative kaons. However,RhM for positive kaons is signifi
cantly larger. An even larger difference is observed
tween protons and their antiparticles compared to
meson case. These differences inRhM of positive and
negative kaons, as well as those between protons
antiprotons, are still present atz > 0.5. This is shown
in the last column of Table 1, where the averageRhM
values are reported forz > 0.5, i.e., when emphasis
ing leading hadrons. In addition thez > 0.5 range is
most suitable to compareRhM of mesons and baryon
as this comparison is performed at the same averaν
as shown in the bottom right panel of Fig. 4.
It has been suggested [12] that the obser
differences inRhM can be attributed to the mixin
of quark and gluon fragmentation functions. Th
mixing gives a different modification of the qua
and antiquark fragmentation functions in nuclei, th
leading to a more significant difference between
multiplicity ratio of protons and antiprotons tha
between those of mesons. The observed differe
in the multiplicity ratios can also be interpreted
terms of different formation times of baryons a
mesons [31], or in terms of different hadron–nucleTable 1
Multiplicity ratio values for krypton and deuterium yields integrat






z > 0.2 z > 0.5
π+ 0.775± 0.019 0.712± 0.023
π− 0.770± 0.021 0.731± 0.031
π0 0.807± 0.022 0.728± 0.024
K+ 0.880± 0.019 0.766± 0.024
K− 0.783± 0.021 0.668± 0.036
p 0.977± 0.027 0.816± 0.029
p̄ 0.717± 0.038 0.705± 0.067
interaction cross sections [32]. While this cross sec
is similar for positive and negative pions, it is larg
for negative kaons as compared to positive kaons,
even larger for antiprotons than protons, in qualitat
agreement with the trend shown by the data.
The data for identified charged pions produced
Kr and 14N for z > 0.5 were used to estimate th
mass-number dependence of the nuclear attenua
The nitrogen data, measured in a more restric
momentum range between 4–13.5 GeV due to us
the Čerenkov detector, are shown in the upper ri
panel of Fig. 4. By using the same constraints on
krypton data and assuming a simpleAα-dependence o
the nuclear attenuation 1–RhM , the experimental dat
are found to be closer to theA2/3-dependence [28
predicted in Ref. [12], than theA1/3-dependence tha
follows from models based on nuclear absorpt
effects only. Data on more nuclei are needed to en
systematic studies of theA-dependence of the nucle
attenuation effects.
Thept distribution of the observed hadrons is e
pected to be broadened on a nuclear target compar
a proton target due to multiple scattering of the pr
agating quark and hadron. This effect is known as
Cronin effect [33] and has previously been obser
in heavy-ion and hadron–nucleus induced reaction
nuclear enhancement at highp2t is also observed in th
HERMES data shown in Fig. 5 both for14N and Kr nu-
clei. In this plot the EMC [18] data on Cu which cov
a differentν-range, 10< ν < 80 GeV, are also dis
played. The data forp2t < 0.7 GeV
2 show the attenua
tion previously discussed, while the data forp2t  0.7
GeV2 reflect thept -broadening ascribed to multip
scattering effects. The events atp2t  0.7 GeV2 con-
tribute less than 5% to the total statistics; in addit




















































83)Fig. 5. Multiplicity ratio for charged hadrons versusp2t for
ν > 7 GeV andz > 0.2. The HERMES data on Kr and14N are com-
pared to the EMC [18] data for Cu in the range 10< ν < 80 GeV.
The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties. The syste
uncertainty for Kr (14N) is shown as the lower (upper) band.
the effect of the restrictionp2t < 0.7 GeV
2 on the mul-
tiplicity ratio has been evaluated and found to be
maximum 1% in the lastν bin, well inside the statisti
cal and systematic uncertainty.
This effect is similar to the one reported for proto
nucleus and nucleus–nucleus collisions [34] bu
smaller in magnitude. The enhancement is also
dicted to occur at apt -scale of about 1–2 GeV [35,36
in agreement with the semi-inclusive deep-inela
scattering data shown in Fig. 5. The HERMES d
may help to interpret the new relativistic heavy-i
results from SPS [37] and RHIC [30], which show
weakerpt enhancement than expected from the or
nal Cronin effect.
In summary, the multiplicities of charged hadro
and of identified pions, kaons, protons and antiprot
on krypton relative to deuterium were measured for
first time. The data show that the multiplicity ratioRhM
is reduced at lowν and highz. Different multiplicity
ratios were observed for various hadrons. In cont
to the similarity between positive and negative pio
a significant difference inRhM is found between
positive and negative kaons and a larger differe
between protons and antiprotons. The different resfor various hadrons may reflect differences in
modification of quark and antiquark fragmentati
functions [12] and/or in the hadron nucleon interact
cross sections.
The hadron multiplicity is observed to be enhanc
at highp2t in the nuclear medium, showing evidence
the Cronin effect in deep-inelastic scattering proce
This effect is similar to the one observed in hadr
nucleus scattering, with a rise ofRhM to values above
unity for p2t  1 GeV2.
Additional measurements of differential hadr
multiplicities on both light and heavy nuclei wit
pion, kaon and proton identification are underw
at HERMES. Such measurements will also help
clarify the issues raised by the present data concer
the mass-number dependence of the hadroniza
process and of the Cronin effect for various identifi
hadrons.
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